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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we present the design, implementation and evaluation of Rappel, a peer-to-
peer feed-based publish-subscribe service. By using a combination of probabilistic and gos-
sip-like techniques and mechanisms, Rappel provides noiselessness, i.e., updates from any
feed are received and relayed only by nodes that are subscribers of that feed. This leads to a
fair system: the overhead at each subscriber node scales with the number and nature of its
subscriptions. Moreover, Rappel incurs small publisher and client overhead, and its clients
receive updates quickly and with low IP stretch. To achieve these goals, Rappel exploits
‘‘interest locality” characteristics observed amongst real multi-user multi-feed popula-
tions. This is combined with systems design decisions that enable nodes to find other sub-
scribers, and maintain efficient network locality-aware dissemination trees. We evaluate
Rappel via both trace-driven simulations and a PlanetLab deployment. The experimental
results from the PlanetLab deployment show that Rappel subscribers receive updates
within hundreds of milliseconds after posting. Further, results from the trace-driven sim-
ulator match our PlanetLab deployment, thus allowing us to extrapolate Rappel’s perfor-
mance at larger scales.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and background Each node corresponds to a user and may subscribe to mul-
The popularity of syndicated feeds such as RSS and
ATOM have enabled topic-based publish-subscribe for
web logs, wikis, news sites, and online social networks,
e.g., LiveJournal [26], Twitter [43], etc. In such systems, a
topic of interest is called a feed, e.g., an RSS news source.
A feed has a single publisher, which is a computer host that
is the source of all updates for that feed. There is a set of
subscriber nodes (hosts) associated with each feed. These
subscriber nodes desire to receive all the feed’s updates,
including those generated when the subscriber was offline.
. All rights reserved.
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tiple feeds.
In this paper, we propose Rappel–Rapid, Adaptive,

Push-Pull of Electronic Feeds. Rappel is a peer-to-peer pub-
lish-subscribe system that aims to provide: (1) low over-
head at publisher and subscriber nodes, (2) fast reception
of updates at subscribing nodes (with low stretch com-
pared to direct reception from the publisher), and (3)
noiseless update dissemination. It is worth pointing out
that this paper is not focused on security goals but rather
on meeting the stated performance related goals.

A few notes are due on the third goal above. We say that
a node suffers from noise when it has to receive and relay
updates for feeds that it is not subscribed to. Noiselessness
is one of our goals because of its potential to provide a
desirable property: fairness. Fairness means the overhead
at each node will grow only as a function of the number
and nature of subscriptions at that node, and not due to
overall system behavior.
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Fig. 1. The subscription traces of LiveJournal users (minimum of five
subscriptions) show that if we greedily select six best friends for each
user (to maximize that user’s coverage), the friends provide complete
coverage for over 95% of users.
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Several systems have been proposed to improve the
fault-tolerance, scalability and performance of publish-
subscribe systems, e.g., [6–9,13,22,24,34,36,38,47]. Yet,
we find that none of these simultaneously address all our
goals. In brief, centralized techniques impose high load on
publishers, a bulk of decentralized techniques use non-sub-
scribers for relaying updates (thus incurring noise), and IP
multicast based subscriber-only dissemination trees im-
pose membership management load at the publisher. We
elaborate further on related work in Section 7.

Rappel’s approach is to maintain a single collaborative
control-plane overlay among all nodes, and use this to
build and maintain data dissemination trees for each feed.
Within the control-plane overlay, a Rappel node continu-
ously aims to move closer towards its ‘‘interest locality”.

Interest locality is related to the notion of coverage -
two nodes that are subscribed to the same feed are said
to cover each other w.r.t. that feed. A system is said to
show interest locality if for each node x, a small set of
‘‘friend” nodes suffice to cover all of x’s subscribed-to feeds.
Interest locality arises naturally from the clustering of
human interests [14,18,39]. Supposing that each node
can greedily select the k best friend nodes to maximize
its own coverage, interest locality can be observed
amongst the users of LiveJournal [26] – a popular multi-
feed subscription platform. Fig. 1 illustrates interest
locality for 1000 randomly selected nodes. The first plot
shows the CDF of subscription coverage across nodes at
various values of k. Even with a low number of k ¼ 6 best
friends, complete feed coverage is exhibited at 95% of the
nodes. Further, the second plot shows that subscription
coverage does not degrade with increasing number of
subscriptions.

Interest locality has been successfully leveraged in the
context of publish and subscribe middleware for reducing
nodes’ degrees [11] and for creating semantic communities
for content-based filtering [10]. Rappel further exploits this
interest locality to meet its system performance goals (fair-
ness, decentralized membership management and for
reducing structure maintenance costs).

1.1. System goals

We now elaborate on Rappel’s main design goals:

(i) Low publisher and subscriber overhead: Rappel’s over-
head arises mostly from bandwidth, and is of two
kinds - control and data. The data bandwidth is
used for receiving and relaying the updates them-
selves, whereas control bandwidth is used for
maintaining overlay neighbors. A low and scalable
overhead at the publisher translates to bandwidth
and resource savings, and thus a higher return on
investment. For the system to scale with the num-
ber of subscribers, the subscriber overhead needs
to be low.

(ii) Zero noise: As pointed out previously, the receipt of
any feed update at a node that it is not subscribed
to is classified as noise. Noise violates fairness since
a node’s contribution is not commensurate with its
subscriptions. Thus, Rappel aims to achieve zero
noise. Our experiments in Section 6 will show that
Rappel provides better fairness than existing p2p
multicast systems.

(iii) Fast update dissemination: Simultaneously lowering
the publisher overhead and achieving zero noise
might result in higher latencies to disseminate
updates. Thus, another goal of Rappel is to provide
soft real-time behavior, whereby each update is dis-
seminated to all interested subscribers as rapidly as
possible. Fast update dissemination is necessary to
support dissemination of live sports scores, stock
trackers, live blogging [43], etc. More concretely,
we desire the update dissemination latency to be
only a small factor greater than the direct IP route
from the publisher. A low stretch factor is especially
useful in end-user satisfaction for hosts that are ‘‘far”
from the publisher.

1.2. Contributions of Rappel

Rappel solves the above goals by adopting several
unique design decisions. First, Rappel maintains a decen-
tralized control-plane overlay (friends overlay) among sub-
scribers by leveraging both interest locality as well as
network locality among these nodes. Second, the friends
overlay is used for executing fast decentralized joins of
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nodes into the subscription group for each feed. Third, Rap-
pel creates, among the nodes of each feed’s subscription
group, a spanning tree for dissemination of updates. The
tree is maintained to provide not only zero noise but also
low latency and stretch factor relative to the native IP la-
tency (for receiving updates at each node).

We evaluate Rappel via both trace-driven simulations
and a PlanetLab [33] deployment. Our experiments make
extensive use of real workloads: RSS subscription traces
from LiveJournal, churn traces from a p2p network, real
Internet topologies, and traces of network latency fluctua-
tions. More importantly, by matching experimental results
from simulation and deployment, we are able to show that
our simulator accurately predicts the performance of Rap-
pel at a larger scale (in a PlanetLab type environment). Our
experiments reveal that in networks consisting of several
thousands of subscribers and hundreds of publishers, Rap-
pel hosts spend a median bandwidth of 100 Bps. They are
able to obtain updates within a few hundreds of millisec-
onds to a few seconds after the publisher posts the update.
Rappel also achieves very low stretch factors. Finally, we
compare Rappel’s performance against Scribe [8], a popular
p2p multicast system.

2. Design overview

In this section, we present an overview of Rappel. An
architectural overview is provided by Fig. 2. Sections 3–5
will elaborate on the details.

In this paper, for simplicity of exposition, we assume
that there is a single publisher per feed. Our model gener-
alizes to multiple publishers per feed in a straightforward
manner. In a generalization, each feed has a ‘‘master pub-
lisher”, which acts as the root node. All other authorized
publishers (i.e., secondary publishers) send their updates
to the master publisher, which disseminates the updates
to the feed subscribers.

2.1. Rappel components

The design of Rappel is based on two major components.
Firstly, Rappel constructs a dissemination tree for each feed,
wherein only the subscribers of a particular feed join the
tree. While a node could have joined the dissemination
overlay in a top-down manner by contacting the publisher,
this would lead to high join traffic at the publisher. More-
Fig. 2. Architectural overview of Rappel: the building blocks, t
over, this also puts disproportionally high load at subscrib-
ers closer to the root, especially in popular feeds. The join
traffic also increases with network churn. Churn has been
observed to be as high as 25% per hour in contemporary
p2p systems [1].

To improve the reception latency of feed updates, the
dissemination trees are maintained to continually reduce
the stretch factor. In the face of network churn, a node uti-
lizes a periodic rejoin process to locate a new parent that
improves its stretch factor. This results in the compaction
of the tree and improved dissemination latency for all its
descendants (Section 4).

Secondly, to mitigate excessive and disproportional
traffic due to joins, Rappel builds a proximity-aware
‘‘friendship” overlay. Each node seeks to find a set of nodes
(‘‘friends”) that are both close in the network and provide
good subscription coverage. Subscription coverage refers
to the percentage of node ni’s subscribed feeds that are in
common with at least one of ni’s friends. High subscription
coverage allows nodes to rapidly join the dissemination
trees for a newly subscribed feed via friends. Having these
friends in close network proximity allows the joining node
to integrate into the dissemination tree without a drastic
increase in the stretch factor. An added bonus of the friend-
ship overlay is that it allows a node with numerous sub-
scriptions to join the dissemination trees by contacting
only a small set of highly effective friends. Rappel relies
on gossip to discover better friends. Using an utility-based
approach, Rappel stays converged to a good set of friends
(Section 3).

2.2. Building blocks

Rappel leverages two basic building blocks: (a) a net-
work coordinate system that enables estimation of the
network proximity without repeated empirical measure-
ments; and (b) Bloom filters that aid in quick computation
of the subscription overlap between nodes, capturing
interest locality.

Firstly, we use Vivaldi network coordinates [12] to esti-
mate the network distance between nodes. Vivaldi maps
nodes onto an n-dimensional Euclidean space so that in-
ter-node latencies can be estimated directly via the Euclid-
ean distance between the nodes’ coordinates. Vivaldi
nodes compute and maintain their coordinates based on
differences between actual and predicted latencies.
he friendship overlay, and a per-feed dissemination tree.
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Secondly, to represent each node’s subscription set, we
use a Bloom filter [5]. A Bloom filter compactly represents a
large set of data using a bitmap in OðnÞ time, where n is
the number of keys. In Rappel, the Bloom filter for each
node is created by first initializing the bitmap to zeros,
then using multiple hash functions to map the URL of each
subscribed feed to bits in the map (by setting the mapped
bits to ‘1’). An inclusion test for a key (i.e., feed URL) can be
performed in Oð1Þ time by checking if the hash function
mapped bits are all ‘1’. As a result, Bloom filters are subject
to false positives in the inclusion test for a key. Rappel’s
design takes this into consideration and directly verifies
the presence of the key from the source node when
necessary.

The size of the Bloom filter determines a trade-off be-
tween bandwidth and rate of false positives. However,
the rate of false positives is independent from the number
of publishers in the system. For a node’s Bloom filter, the
false positive rate depends only on the number of sub-
scribed feeds. Given that, we use Bloom filters with
1,024 bits and three different uniform hash functions – this
gives a false positive probability of 0.25% for a node sub-
scribed to 50 feeds, 1.6% for 100 feeds, and 8.7% for 200
feeds. Since RSS subscription set sizes appear to follow a
Zipf-like distribution [25], we believe the above setting is
reasonable. The loss of accuracy for the few peers with
large subscription sets (incurring a few more messages
when key verification fails) is largely compensated by the
bandwidth saved at most peers1.
3. The Rappel friendship overlay

In this section, we describe the algorithms used to build
and maintain the interest and network proximity-aware
friendship overlay in Rappel. The friendship overlay will
be leveraged to let a node quickly join dissemination trees
of subscribed feeds. Rappel utilizes two techniques to
thread the building blocks (see Section 2.2) together. These
techniques are: (1) a utility function to calculate the prox-
imity between any node pair, as a function of both network
distance and interest overlap, and (2) a gossip-based voting
and audit mechanism that enables a node to discover new
friends. Our experiments find these methods are highly
effective in locating both interest and network locality in
practice (Section 6).

Below, we describe the soft state stored at each node
(Section 3.1), utility calculation of the friends set (Section
3.2), the gossip protocol used to discover candidates for
friendship (Section 3.3), and improvement of the friends
set via periodic audits (Section 3.4).

3.1. The soft state

Each Rappel node maintains soft state in the form of
three data structures: a friends set, a candidates set, and a
fans set. While these data structures bear some similarities
to those in existing systems, we define them below for
1 Due to their encoding, Bloom filters have the added advantage of
increasing privacy of a subscription set.
completeness. The methods used to compose and maintain
the soft state are described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

3.1.1. Friends set
The primary goal of the friends set is to provide maxi-

mum subscription coverage for each node. A node ni main-
tains a set of friends FRIENDSðniÞ containing nodes with
close proximity to itself. Each entry for a node in
FRIENDSðniÞ is stored as a four-tuple. The four-tuple point-
ing to a friend nj consists of the IP address of nj ðnj:addressÞ,
its network coordinate ðnj:coordÞ, its subscription Bloom
filter ðnj:BloomÞ, and the last time ni heard from
nj ðnj:last refreshÞ.

To maintain a low and fair control overhead due to the
friendship overlay, we place an upper bound a on the
friends set size at any Rappel node, i.e., we require
jFRIENDSðniÞj 6 a. Our experiments (in Section 6.3) reveal
that in a network with up to 10,000 nodes, a value of a ¼ 6
suffices. Due to interest locality (see Section 1), we believe
that a low value of a may work with larger networks as
well.

3.1.2. Fans set
To allow a node the unilateral flexibility to improve its

friends set, friend relationships are asymmetric. For exam-
ple, a node ni subscribing to a large number of feeds may
be desired as a friend by node nj subscribing to a small sub-
set of those feeds. While the friendship benefits nj, it may
not benefit ni. Hence a separate fans set is needed to track
and limit inverse friends relations. The fans set of node ni

consists of all nodes nj that have ni in their own friends
set. We bound the ‘‘fanship” load at nodes such as ni by
limiting the number of fans, i.e., jFANSðniÞj 6 2 � a. Having
a fans set that is twice as large as the friends set provides
the flexibility needed to construct the friendship overlay,
while preventing overload.

3.1.3. Candidates set
Each node ni also maintains a candidates set, denoted as

CANDIDATESðniÞ. The candidates set contains the nodes
that may be audited for inclusion in the friends set. Each
entry therein pointing to a node nj is composed of a six-tu-
ple. The first four entries of this tuple are akin to a friends
set entry - the IP address, the network coordinate, the sub-
scription Bloom filter, and the time last heard from. The
last two entries help rank the best candidates - they are
number of votes for nj ðnj:votesÞ, and whether or not the
candidate has been audited (nj:audited – a Boolean value).
The last two values are used for periodically auditing can-
didate nodes for inclusion in the friends set (Sections 3.3
and 3.4).

3.2. The utility of a friends set

The friends of a node should provide the node with
good subscription coverage while being in close network
proximity. In this section, we devise a utility function that
attempts to capture both interest and network proximity
derived from the friends set.

Given two nodes ni and nj, the utility of nj to ni should
be derived from two components: (i) the network distance;
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and (ii) the subscription overlap. The first can be computed
using the Euclidean distance between ni and nj in the net-
work coordinate space, i.e., kni;njk. The later can be derived
using the intersection of ‘1’ bits between the two nodes’
Bloom filters, i.e., jni:Bloom \ nj:Bloomj. However, this may
impose a ‘‘fanship overload” at nodes subscribing to
numerous feeds. Hence, we normalize the metric using
the Jaccard index [42], that is, by dividing it with the union
of ‘1’ bits between the two nodes’ Bloom filters, i.e.,
jni :Bloom\nj :Bloomj
jni :Bloom[nj :Bloomj.

More concretely, a prospective friend nj that is nearby
in the network (low kni;njk) should have a high utility as
long as there is some subscription overlap. On the other

hand, a high subscription overlap high jni :Bloom\nj :Bloomj
jni :Bloom[nj :Bloomj

� �

should also have a high utility as long as it is not too far
in the network. As such, we use the following to calculate
the utility of nj to ni:

Utilityðni; njÞ ¼
1

kni;njk
� jni:Bloom \ nj:Bloomj
jni:Bloom [ nj:Bloomj

To illustrate how the utility calculation is performed,
we present a simple example. Let there be two nodes: A
and B. Node A subscribes to feeds f1; f2; f3; f4, and f5,
whereas node B subscribes to feeds: f1; f3; f5, and f7. Be-
tween the two nodes, there are three shared feed subscrip-
tions out a total of 6 feeds. As such, the overlap in the
subscription interest of the two nodes is 0.5. This number
is multiplied by the inverse of their network distance, mea-
sured as the latency to send a message from node A to node
B. For instance, if node A and node B are on the same LAN,
with a latency of 1 ms, their utility value would be 500.
However, if node A and node B were on different conti-
nents, with a latency of 100 ms, their utility value would
only be 5. Now, suppose there is another node C, which
subscribes to feeds f2; f4, and f6. Between node A and node
C, they share 2 feed subscriptions out of a total 6 feeds.
Hence, the interest overlap between node A and node C
is only 0.33. If both node B and node C were equidistant
from node A, then node B would provide higher utility to
node A than node C, given the higher interest overlap.

To generalize the utility function to the entire friend
sets at node ni, a special bonus is given to friends that un-
iquely share subscription with a node. This may help find
dissemination trees for less popular feeds. Concretely, a
higher utility is given to a friend that uniquely matches at
least one bit in the Bloom filter of ni. In the previous exam-
ple, if both nodes B and C were in the friends set of node A,
node B uniquely covers feeds f3 and f5, whereas node C un-
iquely covers feed f4.
Fig. 3. The utility of a friends set depends on the network – and interest – proxim
with ni . For brevity, FRIENDSðniÞ and ni:Bloom are denoted by FðiÞ and ni:Blm re
The comprehensive utility function is shown in Fig. 3. In
order to better understand the benefits of the utility func-
tion, Section 6.3 will separately evaluate the interest local-
ity and network distance components.

3.3. Maintenance of candidates set via gossip

A node ni continually monitors the liveness of its friend
nj via periodic ping requests. A liveness check is a light-
weight operation and hence nodes perform it often: once
every 30 s. To indicate liveness, a pinged node sends back
an acknowledgment. As friends and fans are inverse rela-
tions, node nj implicitly uses the ping request from ni to
confirm the liveness of ni.

A friend failing to reply within a timeout period is
deemed as failed. We use a timeout value of 15 s, as med-
ian end-to-end node latencies on the Internet are two or-
ders of magnitude smaller (see Section 6 for further
details). Similarly, if a node does not receive a new ping re-
quest from a fan within the keep-alive period plus the
timeout interval, the fan is deemed as failed. A failed friend
causes ni to seek a replacement friend, as described in Sec-
tion 3.4. On the other hand, a failed fan is merely removed
from the fans set (i.e., no need to seek a replacement).

We observe that the ping-ack mechanism can also be
leveraged as a gossip protocol in order to evolve the candi-
dates set. By piggybacking the friends set with every ping-
ack response, nodes that are up to two-hops away in
friendship can be discovered and added to the candidates
set. These nodes include friends of friends, as well as
friends of fans: these represent the collection of nodes in
close network and interest proximity. Further, updates in
the two-hop neighborhood are captured by the very next
ping-ack.

Whenever a new remote node nj is encountered, an en-
try for nj is created in the candidates set with nj:audited set
to false, nj:votes set to 1, and nj:last refresh set to the
current time. To reduce bandwidth overhead, the Bloom
filter and network coordinates for this node are not fetched
at this time. Whenever nj is heard from again, nj:votes is
incremented by 1 and nj:last refresh is updated. Stated
differently, a vote is implicitly cast for friends two-hops
away with each ping-ack message. This gives higher
weight (based on vote count) to candidates that are
present on more than one ‘‘nearby” friend sets, i.e., such
candidates are likely to have better network and interest
proximity.

Note that Rappel does not ping candidate nodes - the
candidate set is kept up to date by evicting inactive candi-
dates. Firstly, the candidate set is restricted to a fixed size.
ity, with a bonus for nodes that uniquely share common feed subscriptions
spectively.
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Once this limit is saturated, we use an eviction policy that
eliminates the least recently heard from node (akin to LRU
eviction). The maximum size of the candidate set is
ð3 � a2 þ 2 � aÞ, in order to capture all friends two hops
away even if there is no overlap amongst them. This in-
cludes friends of friends ða2Þ, friends of fans ð2 � a2Þ, and
fans themselves ð2 � aÞ.

Algorithm 1. Periodic auditing of a candidate node. For
brevity, we omit the friendship request sent to nc .
3.4. Improving the friends set via audits

A node ni periodically attempts to improve its friends.
The audit operation builds atop the background voting
mechanism already described in Section 3.3. Each node
instantiates an audit periodically, i.e., once every 30 s. Audit
operations are asynchronous at each node and do not
require any global changes or synchronization. Algorithm 1
describes the audit operation, and we explain below in
words.

First, the unaudited candidate nj with the maximum
number of votes is selected as a prospective friend. At this
point, the nj:audited flag is set to true. Further, node ni

fetches the Bloom filter and network coordinate of nj

directly from nj during this process if either was previ-
ously unknown.

Now, if the friends set is not full at the time of an audit
operation, i.e., jFRIENDSðniÞj < a;nj is automatically
deemed to a viable friend. However if the friends set is full,
a prospective friend can only be included in the friends set
if coupled with eviction of a incumbent friend. Further, this
should only be done if the swap increases the utility of the
friends set. Amongst all the friends sets formed with each
possible eviction of an incumbent node (coupled with
inclusion of nj), we find the friends set that yields the high-
est utility. If this set has a higher utility than the current
friends set, node nj is deemed to be a viable friend. To pre-
vent hysteresis, a new friends set must increase the utility
by at least d% (=1% in our experiments). If no such case ex-
ists, the friends set is left unchanged.

Once the node nj has been deemed a viable friend, a
friendship request is sent to it. Node nj approves friendship
requests on a first-come first-serve basis until its fans set is
full. Node nj piggybacks its friends set to the friendship re-
quest response, so that node ni can continue to expand its
candidate set. If nj denies the friendship request (it does
so only if its fans set is full) from ni, ni repeats the audit
operation if ni’s friends set is not full. Finally, on any
change to the friends set at ni, all nj 2 CANDIDATESðni)
have their nj:audited and nj:votes flags reset to false and
0 respectively, so that they are once again open to periodic
auditing.

Bloom filters and network coordinates change only
infrequently. This is because feed subscriptions and
unsubscriptions at a node occur at much larger time
scales than audits, while network coordinates are not
changed for the duration of a Rappel session, i.e., an on-
line period (more details in Section 6.1). As a result, we
version both the Bloom filters and network coordinates.
To save bandwidth, Bloom filter and network coordinates
need only be fetched during the first audit. However, the
Bloom filter and network coordinates for the friends set
need to be kept up to date as they are used for audit
operations. Hence, a node piggybacks the latest version
numbers of its Bloom filter and network coordinates with
each message. Whenever a node learns about a newer
version of a Bloom filter or network coordinate of a
friend, e.g., via a ping-ack message, it fetches the latest
version directly from that friend.

4. Per-feed dissemination trees

With the goal of avoiding noise in update dissemina-
tion, Rappel constructs one spanning tree for each feed’s
subscriber group. The structure and the function of the dis-
semination trees is detailed in Section 4.1. Recall from Sec-
tion 1 that it is our goal to have a: (i) low overhead at
publishers and subscribers, and (ii) low latency and stretch
factor (w.r.t. the direct IP route from publisher to the sub-
scriber) for updates. In Section 4.2, we present a bottom-up
process that aids a node in locating a ‘‘better” parent in the
tree. As opposed to a centralized top-down join at the pub-
lisher, a bottom-up approach reduces the traffic load in-
curred at the top levels of the tree close to the root and
instead balances the load out evenly. The traffic load due
to centralized joins increases if the system exhibits high
churn. In order to keep update latencies low in face of net-
work churn, the node periodically rejoins the tree (Section
4.3). Lastly, in Section 4.4, we present the approaches that
help maintain continuity of service to descendants of a
properly departing node.
4.1. Structure and function of dissemination trees

Before delving into the details of our protocols, we
briefly comment on the structure and function of the dis-
semination tree. A given node maintains one parent and
a few children per tree. The node also maintains the coor-
dinates of the feed publisher and the list of its ancestors in
the tree, starting from its parent all the way up to the root
(publisher), both of which a node learns from its parent.
The ancestor chain is kept up-to-date by piggybacking it
atop ping-ack messages sent from the parent node to each
of its child nodes.

Each node continually monitors the liveness of its
parent via periodic ping requests akin to the ping-ack
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mechanism described in Section 3.3. As the parent–child
relation is reciprocal, a parent node implicitly uses the ping
request from a child node to confirm the child node’s live-
ness. If a node’s parent is deemed as failed, the node
attempts to find a new parent via a tree rejoin. If a child
is deemed as failed, the parent node merely deletes the
child entry.

For a given tree, the maximum number of children at
any node is parameterized by b. This allows us to limit
the data overhead at each node in the system, i.e., each
node is limited to forwarding an update to up to b children
for each of its feeds.

Too low a value for b leads to deep trees with high laten-
cies, while too high a value overloads nodes. In Section 6.2,
we show that a value of b ¼ 5 works well in practice.

Given a dissemination tree for a given feed fk, it can be
used to both push and pull updates. Since fast dissemina-
tion is one of our goals, Rappel publishers push updates
down the dissemination tree. While a push is used to send
an update to all online nodes, a pull is used by a node to
obtain missing updates from a new parent (immediately
after a join or a rejoin). Thus, if node nj’s parent fails during
the push-based dissemination of an update, nj will pull the
update from its new parent. In turn, nj will push the update
to its children. To facilitate pulls, each node maintains a
cache of recently received updates – our implementation
uses a cache size of 10 updates.

A single failure causes an additional delay at all the
failed node’s descendants. The expected additional delay
at the descendants is 22.5 s since the pinging interval
and timeout takes 45 s. Latency degrades linearly with
the number of concurrent failures in the ancestry chain.
However, one can expect the number of concurrent failures
in the ancestry chain to be relatively low in a deployed sys-
tem. For example, using an hourly network churn rate of
25% observed in the Overnet p2p network [1], the probabil-
ity of having three concurrent failures (we pessimistically
define concurrent to be within 1 min) in an ancestry chain
of 20 nodes is only p ¼ 0:0125.

While security issues are not a focus of this paper, we
would like to point out a few things. Zero noise can be en-
sured even in non-collaborative networks if updates are
signed by the publisher. Signed updates allows subscriber
nodes to refuse forwarding for spurious publishers. Fur-
ther, the signature can include a sequence number. If there
is a lapse in sequence numbers, the missing updates can be
pulled from another ancestor. To further safeguard this, a
publisher can send a void update (i.e., an update with only
the latest sequence number) periodically.

4.2. Locating a new parent: a bottom-up approach

One purpose of the friendship overlay is for a newly
joining node nj to locate an active node ni for any feed
fk. Initially, the active node also acts as the parent node
of ni. However, this can lead to poor stretch ratio (‘‘zig
zag” paths) if the tree is not reorganized periodically.
Therefore, in this section, we present an algorithm that
selects a new parent in a bottom-up manner. The itera-
tive process leads to the compaction of the tree and
hence better stretch ratios.
Algorithm 2. Reception of a join request at node ni from
node nj for feed fk

Starting with the current parent, a join request is routed

amongst the subscribers of fk until a parent node for nj is
found. This procedure is described by the pseudo-code in
Algorithm 2, illustrated in Fig. 4, and described below.

In selecting a new parent, Rappel always maintains the
following invariant: the parent of a node nj must be closer to
the publisher than nj itself (in the network coordinate space).
In other words, all descendants of a node are farther from
the publisher than itself2.

The main goal in this protocol is for the node nj to find a
prospective parent that is both closer than itself to the pub-
lisher of feed fk (in network coordinate space), as well as has
spare capacity to add an extra child (i.e., it has fewer than b
children for feed fk’s tree). Suppose the current contacted node
is ni (initially, this is the active node). Using network coordi-
nates, node ni determines whether nj is closer to the publisher
than itself. If so, then nj is redirected to nis parent (Fig. 4a).
Otherwise (ni is closer to the publisher), if ni has spare capacity
to add a child, nj becomes a child of ni (Fig. 4b). Otherwise (ni

has no spare capacity), if all children of ni are closer to the pub-
lisher than nj, then it redirects nj to the child closest to nj

(Fig. 4c). Otherwise (if at least one child of ni is farther from
the publisher than node nj), then nj becomes a child of ni. In
turn, ni evicts the current child that is farthest from the pub-
lisher. The victim child is directed to rejoin the tree at the child
of ni that is closest to the victim child (Fig. 4d). The evicted
child then repeats the joining protocol – this is not an encum-
brance since nodes attempt to seek new parents periodically
anyway (as the next section describes). As an optimization,
the evicted child skips the next scheduled periodic rejoin.



Fig. 4. The actions of node ni on receiving a join request from node nj for feed fk . Note that nk is the publisher node. For this example, we use a 2-D
coordinate space and limit the number of children per node to 3.
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4.3. Periodic rejoin operations

In order to maintain low stretch factors, especially un-
der network churn (due to node joins and leaves), it is
imperative that each subscriber node continually attempts
to minimize its distance to the publisher. To achieve this,
we use the convenience of the triangle inequality afforded
by a (network) coordinate system.

Although it is well known that the triangle inequality
does not hold within the Internet, it does however hold
in an Euclidean coordinate space. Note that Dabek et al.
[12] find that the number of major triangle inequality vio-
lations on the Internet is rare (around 5%), and hence,
embedding network latency information into network
coordinates remains effective. With this in mind, we ob-
serve that the distance from a subscriber to a publisher, in
the Rappel tree, is always minimized if the subscriber attempts
to find a parent that is higher up the tree. This is true because
of the Rappel invariant (beginning of Section 4.2), whereby
a node is closer to the publisher than any of its children.

Thus, each node nj periodically attempts a rejoin at a
non-parent ancestor. For this, the algorithmic steps repre-
sented by Fig. 4c and d move subscriber nodes to a place in
the tree that reduces their stretch factor, irrespectively of
the order in which nodes joined the tree. When a node
moves up the tree, so do all its descendants. As a result,
periodic rejoining has the added benefit of continually
compacting the tree in a distributed fashion. Note that
these rejoins are performed asynchronously by subscriber
nodes and are not a global overhauling of the tree.

Two issues remain to be discussed: (i) selection of
ancestors for the rejoin, and (ii) the frequency of rejoins.

If the rejoining ancestor was chosen with each ancestor
having equal probability of being selected, nodes closer to
the publisher (i.e., having low tree heights) would be over-
loaded with rejoin messages. To address this, we exponen-
tially decrease the probability of an ancestor being selected
as a function of its distance from nj. Concretely, consider a
tree with height H and fan-out b. The height of the pub-
lisher is h ¼ 0. Let hi and Si denote the height of ni in the
tree, and the number of descendants in the sub-tree rooted
at ni respectively. A node nj will attempt a rejoin at a non-
parent ancestor na, i.e., the difference of heights of nj and na

is at least 2, i.e., hj � ha P 2. Node na is chosen with
probability Pr½na� ¼ b

�ðhj�ha ÞPhj
p¼2b�p

. This ensures that each non-
leaf node ni in a tree receives an expected
PH

p¼hiþ2

ð
Pp

q¼2b
�qÞ�1 ¼ HðlogbSiÞ overhead of incoming rejoin mes-

sages per period. This is far more preferable than central-
ized joins which would overload the root node and those
below it. Too low a rejoin frequency might cause tree deg-
radation while a high frequency will incur a greater cost. In
practice, we found that a rejoin period of 10 min at each
Rappel node works best – this is true even for scenarios
with heavy network churn.

4.4. Proper leave operations

A node that leaves a tree (i.e., due to an unsubscription
or due to a user-requested disconnect) attempts to provide
continuity of service to its children nodes. Stated differently,
(i) during a rejoin, while a node seeks a new parent, it must
continue to receive updates from its current parent and dis-
seminate them to its descendants; while (ii) during depar-
ture, a node must continue providing service to its children
while they seek new parents. These two operations are la-
beled as proper rejoin and proper leave procedures.

The proper rejoin procedure ensures that no updates
are missed by a node and its descendants while it switches
parents. Let us assume that during a periodic rejoin, node
nj switches from its current parent node ni to a new parent
node nk. The proper rejoin protocol simply requires node nj

to discover a potential new parent in the background.
When, and if, a better parent nk is found, nj first connects
to nk before leaving ni. Duplicate updates (i.e., updates re-
ceived both from ni and nk) are simply dropped.

The proper leave procedure aims to maintain the conti-
nuity of service to children nodes of the departing node nj.
To this end, nj continues to forward messages to its children
until they are able to find new parents. The proper leave
operation is as follows: node nj first notifies its actual parent
node ni to accept a specified node nc as an additional child.
This node nc is the child node of nj that is closest to the pub-
lisher. Node ni will accept nc as a child even if it means having
more than b children momentarily. All other children of nj

are instructed to rejoin the tree at nc . Upon finding a new par-
ent, the children nodes notify and leave nj. Once nj receives
notifications from all its children (or after waiting for 30 s),
it leaves the tree by notifying its parent ni. Note that any fail-
ures during the leave protocol can be detected and recovered
from using the aforementioned ping-ack mechanism.
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5. Bootstrapping

In this section, we describe the three bootstrap tech-
niques required in Rappel. Firstly, a node may need to join
a dissemination tree for a newly subscribed feed in an
ongoing session. Our solution leverages the existing friend-
ship overlay. Secondly, a node may reenter the Rappel sys-
tem at the start of a new Rappel session, i.e., after an offline
period. Our approach uses the stale friends set to quickly
create an effective friends set and join numerous dissemi-
nation trees via only a few friends. Thirdly, there is a spe-
cial case of a virgin Rappel session. In this case, we
bootstrap both the friendship overlay and join the different
per-feed dissemination trees.

5.1. Joining a feed

We first consider the case of a node already in Rappel,
attempting to join the dissemination tree of a newly sub-
scribed feed. To join the dissemination tree of a feed fk, a
node examines whether fk is (could be) encoded in any of
the Bloom filters of its current friends set. If there are
matches, the closest friend (as measured by network prox-
imity) is requested to be the parent. Note that the request
sent to the friend serves as an implicit step to verify the
Bloom filter’s correctness. If none of the friends provide
coverage for the feed, the node contacts the publisher of
that feed directly. This ensures that the publisher is con-
tacted only in the rare case when even one friend fails to
provide subscription coverage for a feed.

5.2. A virgin Rappel session

A node joining Rappel for the first time ever (its virgin
Rappel session) has an empty friends set. Instead of having
the node join at each feed’s publisher directly, we use a
staggered join strategy to reduce the load on the publishers
and simultaneously construct a friends set.

During the staggered join, the virgin node initially joins
dissemination trees for a few of its subscribed feeds (or-
dered randomly) directly at the respective publishers. The
direct node joins help discover several nodes via the itera-
tive tree join process described in Section 4.2. The first
few of these nodes help seed the friends set. Further, for
the duration of the staggered join process, the auditing pro-
cess is performed continually (see Section 3.4). To let the
friends set evolve, we enforce an interval of 20 s before each
successive join at the publisher. Ideally the friends set will
gain high utility and provide feed coverage for the remain-
ing feeds. In reality, we found that this did indeed happen: a
high utility friends set is reached after as few as 4–12 tree
joins (the number depends on the node’s feed subscription
set). Hence, any unfulfilled joins are performed directly at
the publisher after performing the 12th staggered join.

Note that an effective friends set – one that provides
high subscription coverage – allows a virgin node to join
numerous dissemination feeds via only a few friends. This
greatly reduces the join load (and time) on nodes that sub-
scribe to tens or hundreds of feeds. Note that a node per-
forms the periodic rejoins (see Section 4.3) only after it
has already joined all the required dissemination trees.
5.3. A reentrant Rappel session

If a node is rejoining the Rappel system, it probes its
stale friends set to bootstrap a new friends set. We find
that, in most cases, even if only one stale friend is alive, a
highly effective friends set can be quickly achieved. Using
the new friends set, a node iteratively joins as many of
the subscribed feeds as possible. This is the common use
case: based on its stale friend set, a reentrant node with
join numerous dissemination trees via a handful of friends.
If unable to locate a stale friend, the node performs a stag-
gered join process while letting its friends set evolve.

6. Experiments

We implemented Rappel in C++ using a common code-
base for both network simulation and PlanetLab [33]
deployment. Our simulator is driven using traces of Inter-
net topology [48], latency measurements [23], churn [1],
and RSS subscriptions [26]. Simulation allows us to study
Rappel’s behavior at larger scales than PlanetLab, yet gives
believable results due to an extensive usage of traces. To
support this argument, we show that the experimental
data from the simulation results closely match the Planet-
Lab results. Lastly, we compare Rappel with Scribe in a
simulated setting: we show that Rappel performs mini-
mally worse in terms of absolutely update dissemination
latency while being fairer due to its noiseless design.

6.1. Experimental methodology

We describe below the methodology via which our sim-
ulation makes use of the known Internet topology, latency
traces, churn traces, and RSS subscription traces. Then we
briefly touch on our PlanetLab deployment.

6.1.1. Simulation network topology
In order to accurately model the underlying network, we

used the AS network topology collected by Zhang et al. [48].
This data set consists of 20,062 stub networks, 175 transit
networks, and 8,279 transit-and-stub networks. Simulated
end-hosts within a randomly selected stub network. How-
ever, the Zhang information does not include inter-AS la-
tency measurements. To augment this lack of information,
we use a 4-h data set of latency measurements from Planet-
Lab nodes (collected by Ledlie et al. [23]) to extrapolate in-
ter-AS link latencies. Via trial and error, we find a inter-AS
latency distribution that results in a match between the
end-to-end latencies calculated by the simulator and the
end-to-end latencies measured in the Ledlie trace. The in-
ter-AS latency distribution is as follows: 10% of inter-AS
links have a latency between 0 ms and 4 ms (selected
uniformly at random), the next 30% of inter-AS links have a
latency between 4 ms and 30 ms, and the final 60% of in-
ter-AS links have a latency between 30 ms and 115 ms.
Fig. 5 shows that the resulting end-to-end latencies closely
model the observed median latencies between PlanetLab
nodes. Further, and more importantly, by associating each
simulated node pair to a PlanetLab node pair from the trace
(based on median latency), we inject realistic latency fluctu-
ations in the simulator. Using this method, our simulator



Fig. 5. The latencies modeled by our network simulator closely matches
the latencies experienced within PlanetLab.
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supports an arbitrary number of end-hosts with realistic and
fluctuating end-to-end latencies.

Note that due to the memory overhead required to
implement realistic latency fluctuations over Internet-
scale topology, our simulation runs are limited to a few
thousand nodes. Further, our simulator does not model
bandwidth. As our simulation results match closely with
the results from the PlanetLab deployment, we verify that
control messages are sufficiently small that bandwidth
does not become a constraint.

6.1.2. Simulation subscription workload
We used a real workload of RSS subscriptions obtained

from the LiveJournal web service [26]. LiveJournal has a
large community of users, and averages over 300,000 pub-
lic posts per day by over 180,000 unique users. Each Live-
Journal user maintains a ‘‘journal”, which is an RSS feed
that any other users can subscribe to. Our experiments
map journals to publishers and users to subscribers.

Over six months, we obtained via LiveJournal’s RPC ser-
vices information about 1.8 million users3. This included:
(i) a list of users subscribing to their journals; and also (ii)
a list of journals subscribed by these users. In order to obtain
a self-contained non-biased universe of subscriptions, we
randomly selected a small seed set of journals from the trace.
Next, we gathered the list of all users subscribed to at least
one journal in the seed set. These users (and their respective
journals) form the universe of nodes in our simulation. As an
example, a seed set of 10,000 journals gave us a universe of
304,814 users. Next, based on the experiment, the X most
subscribed-to journals in this universe were selected to be
our publishers (the value of X depends on the experiment).
Subscriptions of users outside the universe’s publishers
were pruned. Note that using the most popular publishers
does not bias correlation, as our seed set is unbiased. The
trace refinement procedure leads to a subtrace that exhibits
similar characteristics to the smaller-scale RSS subscriptions
trace presented by Liu et al. [25]. For brevity, we do not pro-
vide further trace analysis in this paper.

6.1.3. Simulation churn trace
In order to study Rappel’s behavior under churn, we in-

jected traces of node availability collected by Bhagwan et
3 An anonymized subset of this trace is available upon request.
al. from the Overnet p2p network [1]. It should be noted
that Overnet’s hourly churn rate is as high as 25% of the
total node population. The traces were collected by prob-
ing 2400 Overnet nodes at 20-min intervals. At each prob-
ing period, nodes were recorded as either being online or
offline. To support more realistic churn events, we uni-
formly distribute the recorded churn events, i.e., node joins
and leaves, over the given 20-min probing interval. Fur-
ther, to support an arbitrary number of end-hosts, the ori-
ginal traces are replicated as necessary.

6.1.4. Deployment atop PlanetLab
We deployed Rappel on nearly 400 nodes within Planet-

Lab. The Rappel binary uses TCP connections between Rap-
pel peers, and UDP datagrams for Vivaldi messages and
other primitives described next. In order to accurately
measure sub-second update latencies in spite of hardware
clock skews and drift, our measurement code runs periodic
clock synchronization between each node and a reference
server. Further, to calculate the direct IP latency between
a subscriber and a publisher, each subscriber sent a peri-
odic PING message to the publisher.

As Rappel builds dissemination trees using network
coordinates as a first-class primitive, unnecessary fluctua-
tions of network coordinates may hamper performance.
We use heuristic improvements to Vivaldi suggested by
Ledlie et al. [23] which provide a reasonable trade-off be-
tween accuracy of coordinates and stability in their values
over time. Further, we affix the network coordinates of a
node for the duration of a session, i.e., an online period.
When a node joins the Rappel system, it quickly calculates
its network coordinates using 18 geographically diverse
landmark servers. This process is completed in a matter
of seconds.

6.1.5. Experimental settings
All our experiments use the value of a ¼ 6 (the number

of friends), b ¼ 5 (the fan-out of dissemination trees) un-
less mentioned otherwise. The publishers disseminate an
update of size 1 KB once each minute for experiments in
Section 6.2. For the simulation, user subscription sets were
mapped randomly to end-nodes, whereas real users are
likely to be correlated with location. For example,
subscriptions to New York Times RSS feed are likely to be
most heavily concentrated around New York City. As a
result, the random mapping gives more pessimistic results
for Rappel.

6.2. Per-feed dissemination trees

This section studies the characteristics of the per-feed
dissemination trees formed by Rappel.

6.2.1. Rappel tree snapshot
Fig. 6 illustrates an actual dissemination tree formed

using 25 PlanetLab subscriber nodes. The publisher node
was located at UIUC (the largest square). The outgoing ar-
rows connect a node to its children (limited to b ¼ 3 for
this experiment). This experiment demonstrates the
strengths of both the underlying network coordinate sys-
tem and the bottom-up tree construction algorithm.



Fig. 6. The geographic projection of a per-feed dissemination tree
constructed using PlanetLab nodes.
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6.2.2. Update latency and stretch factor
To observe the performance of per-feed dissemination

trees in a larger system, we studied, under both simulation
and within PlanetLab, a group of 250 subscriber nodes with
1 publisher. Furthermore, we cause 50% of the nodes (se-
lected randomly) to fail simultaneously at time t ¼ 2 h,
and then rejoin at t ¼ 3 h.

We study (1) the update latency, defined as time be-
tween publisher creating an update and a subscriber
receiving it, and (2) the stretch factor of update latency.
Fig. 7 shows the median and 95th percentile (across sub-
scriber nodes) data for both simulation and PlanetLab set-
ups. Note that the same legend is shared across all three
figures.

First, we observe a close match between simulation and
PlanetLab results on all these plots (both median and 95th
percentile). Second, Fig. 7 shows that 50% subscribers re-
ceive the update within 100 ms and 95% of nodes receive
it within 500 ms. Large spikes in the 95 percentile dissem-
ination latency are noticeable during initialization and
right after the churn events – which fade rapidly. The med-
ian update latency fluctuates only moderately in spite of
50% instantaneous churn. Smaller spikes in the 95 percen-
tile data are due to periodic rejoin operations (Section 4.3)
– this is because some nodes are evicted during the process
(Fig. 4). Updates to these nodes and their descendants are
delayed until the node pulls the missed update(s) from
its new parent.

Third, Fig. 7b and c plots the stretch factor for updates
in two different ways. Fig. 7b depicts the stretch factor
Fig. 7. Running the experiment with 1 publisher and 250 subscribers on Plan
validating the ‘‘empirical correctness” of our simulation results.
w.r.t. direct network latency from subscriber to publisher
(measured periodically and continuously). The median
stretch factor stays between 2 and 4. In Fig. 7c, we plot
the stretch factor w.r.t. the subscriber–publisher network
distance in the underlying coordinate system. The median
stretch factor in this plot stays around 1.15, and 95% of
the nodes have a stretch factor below 1.25, which are both
satisfactorily low. Since Rappel relies solely on the under-
lying network coordinate system for its network proximity,
we can conclude that the per-feed dissemination trees effec-
tively exploit network proximity to the extent that the under-
lying coordinate system is accurate. A reason for the
increased 95th percentile stretch factors in Fig. 7b (mea-
sured stretch ratio) vs. Fig. 7c (network coordinate stretch
ratio) is due to tree rejoins. For an ongoing update (only), a
tree rejoin causes the coordinates stretch factor to im-
prove, while the update latency degrades due to an update
pull. A rejoin also requires the establishment of a new TCP
connection to the parent.

For the next experiment, we simulate a network with 1
publisher and 5000 subscribers. Fig. 8a shows the scatter
plot of stretch factor (w.r.t. network coordinates) for each
subscriber during dissemination of the final update (at
t ¼ 4 h). We observe from the plot that the nodes farthest
from the publisher receive the update with low stretch fac-
tors. A low stretch factor implies that the dissemination
path does not ‘‘zigzag” beyond a minimal extent. Thus,
nodes farthest away from the publisher are successful in
finding good dissemination paths. The high stretch factors
present in nodes closer to the publisher are less of a con-
cern since updates to these nodes are disseminated within
a short absolute latency.

6.2.3. Performance under continuous churn
We used the Overnet traces to simulate a network of

5000 continuously churned subscribers and 1 online pub-
lisher; the average churn rate was approximately 30 joins
and 30 leaves per minute. For a series of 220 updates, we
measured the update latency at a small group of 10 ‘‘ob-
server” nodes, which were prevented from being churned.
These observer nodes were used to compare the perfor-
mance of a network under churn against a static network.
While the observer nodes were not churned; their parents,
children, and friends change continuously due to churn.
Fig. 8b shows the CDF of the update latencies across each
of the 220 updates at the 10 observers (using circle points
on line). For comparison, we also plot data for a static
etLab and our network simulator yields approximately the same results



Fig. 8. The per-feed dissemination trees achieve low stretch factor, while
quickly delivering updates to subscribers even under continuous churn.
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network with 5000 subscribers (square points on line).
Also, on both lines we mark the updates that were pulled
by their respective nodes (cross points).

This plot shows that continuous and rapid churn wors-
ens the update latency only moderately – the median dif-
ference is only 164 ms. Further, 85% of updates are
received within 1 s. Higher latencies were caused due to
pulls (i.e., after a node rejoins the tree), resulting in higher
latencies at its descendants as well. The highest delays due
to churn are around 45 s – likely due to the failure of a sin-
gle ancestor in the dissemination path right after the up-
date was published.

Lastly, we explore the value of b, i.e., maximum number
of children, under the same churn conditions in another
experiment (not shown). We observe that the performance
of the tree improves with increasing b. However there is
only marginal improvement, especially at the tail-end,
after b ¼ 5. The favorable load imposed on interior nodes
justifies the choice of b ¼ 5 for our implementation.

6.3. Locality-awareness of Rappel

We evaluated Rappel’s ability to exploit interest locality
based on subscription traces from LiveJournal. Starting
with a seed set of 250 feeds, we obtain a network of
5582 subscribers using X ¼ 100 publishers. Each user sub-
scribed to only a subset of the 100 publishers. All results
below are via simulations.

Fig. 9a is the scatter plot of the feeds covered by a
node’s friends set vs. the number of feeds subscribed by
the node. As there are numerous coincident points, the plot
also shows the median value for each data set. 91% of
points lie on the perfect coverage line. Other points just be-
low the perfect coverage line are nodes that have a good
majority of their feeds covered. Observe that each node
that subscribes to 9 or more feeds has a minimum of 6
feeds covered, i.e., number of feeds covered is at least the
same as the number of friends ða ¼ 6Þ. However, several
nodes subscribing to 6 or fewer feeds are unable to exploit
interest locality due to scarcity of locality information.

Each Rappel node has many neighbors (i.e., peers).
However, few neighbors are used in multiple roles, e.g., a
neighbor may be a child in one dissemination tree and
the parent in another tree. We define neighbor overlap ra-
tio as the total number of roles played by neighbors di-
vided by the number of distinct neighbors. A neighbor
overlap ratio greater than 1 signifies a bandwidth reduc-
tion due to reduced ping-ack traffic. Note that we use only
friends, parents, and children to calculate this ratio, i.e., to
prevent any fans and candidates from artificially inflating
the ratio.

Fig. 9b evaluates different components of Rappel’s
friend selection heuristic (Section 3.2). The metric plotted
is the CDF of the subscription coverage. The subscription
coverage of a node is the percentage of subscribed feeds
covered by at least one of its friends. Only multi-feed sub-
scribers were used in this plot to eliminate high bias from
single-feed subscribers. A CDF line that is farther to the left
is more desirable. The plot shows that considering both
network distance and interest locality provides compara-
ble coverage to the ‘‘greedier” approach of considering only
interest locality. On the other hand, Fig. 9c shows that
80+% of nodes are able to exploit some form of neighbor
overlap if the friends set utility is calculated using both
interest locality and network distance (data shown via
square points on line). In comparison, the neighbor overlap
ratio achieved by calculating utility simply based on inter-
est overlap alone is much worse (data plotted with circle
points on line). This shows that without the network prox-
imity as a component to determine the friends set, a node
is unable exploit overlap between its tree neighbors and its
friends. We conclude that the Rappel utility function
strikes a balance between network proximity and interest
locality.

Lastly, we explore the effective size of a in another
experiment (not shown). a ¼ 4 provides 100% coverage
for 73% of multi-feed subscribers, with only marginal
improvement for higher a values. Hence, we selected
a ¼ 6 to limit the gossiping overhead at nodes, while
providing high subscription coverage and friendship
redundancy.

6.4. Comparison with Scribe

In this section we compare the performance of Rappel
with Scribe [8]. Scribe is the underlying publish-subscribe
system used by FeedTree [38]. Rappel trades off update
dissemination latency (while still keeping it low) in order
to achieve fairness.

We use the Scribe implementation available within
FreePastry [15]. As the simulators for both systems use a
different code-base, we provide the same static latency



Fig. 10. Rappel and Scribe both achieve low absolute update dissemination latency, however, only Rappel imposes traffic load at a node that is proportional
to the number of its subscriptions.

Fig. 9. The friendship overlay provides high subscription coverage for most nodes. The locality improves with the number of subscribed feeds.
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matrix to both the simulators to effectively generate one-
on-one node mapping. Note that we use the optimization
that enforces that the feed’s dissemination tree is rooted
at the publisher node. We observe the data traffic in both
systems4. The data traffic gives us an insight regarding the
performance of the systems when the publisher dissemi-
nates updates at a high rate.

In the first experiment, we compare the dissemination
latency of a single update from a publisher to 500 subscrib-
ers under two different scenarios. In the first scenario, the
network consists of only 501 nodes, whereas in the second
scenario, there are a total of 5001 nodes. Stated differently,
there are an additional 4500 nodes (90%) that do not sub-
scribe to this publisher. Fig. 10 shows that Rappel achieves
low absolute latency, however it does worse than Scribe.
One reason is because Rappel leverages (inaccurate) net-
work coordinates instead of explicit pinging to select tree
parents. Another reason is that our implementation limits
the publisher to b ¼ 5 children. On the other hand, the data
traffic load imposed by Rappel is better balanced than
Scribe. For instance, as Scribe is not noiseless, it uses 40
non-participating intermediate nodes to disseminate up-
dates to 464 subscribers in the larger system.

We perform another experiment using a trace of 100
publishers and 5582 multi-feed subscribers. Each pub-
lisher disseminates a single update. Fig. 10b shows that
Scribe nodes are imposed with highly variable amounts
of data traffic. There is no correlation between the traffic
4 We do not compare control traffic across both systems as it is not
obvious how to correctly compare the two.
imposed on a node and its number of subscribed feeds.
On the other hand, Fig. 10c shows that the data traffic at
each Rappel node scales with the number of subscriptions
it has. Note that most Scribe nodes forward no messages
exhibiting a large imbalance in data traffic.

6.5. Overhead due to control bandwidth

In this section, we show the bandwidth overhead of
Rappel due to control operations. Note that the data traffic
at a node due to a single update is bounded by b (=5), and
the net dissemination traffic depends on the rate at which
the publisher posts updates.

We simulate two different settings: systems with 5000
and 10,000 nodes. with each node subscribing to 1 pub-
lisher. Fig. 11a shows that the number of periodic rejoin re-
quests received per node at each height-level of the tree
decreases exponentially. Further, the number of rejoin re-
quests received by nodes does not increase substantially
even with the doubling of subscriber population. This dem-
onstrates scalability.

Next, we measure the bandwidth consumption in a sys-
tem with 5000 subscribers and 1 publisher. The system is
injected with churn using Overnet traces [1]. In spite of
having only 1 feed, Rappel nodes still maintain the friend-
ship overlay described in Section 3. To measure bandwidth,
we count individual messages, i.e., a request and a reply
are separate messages.

Fig. 11b shows traffic at a subscriber that ended the
simulation with height = 1. A tree height = 1 represents
the worst-case load amongst subscriber nodes. Note that



Fig. 11. Rappel’s bandwidth overhead is low: it scales logarithmically
with the number of subscribers at the publisher and linearly with the
number of feed subscriptions at a subscriber.

5 All Rappel messages except a Bloom filter reply and an ACK from
‘‘deep” parents (due to piggybacked ancestry chain) are much smaller. This
is a pessimistic estimate.
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the node does not initially start out with height = 1, i.e.,
when the system is still bootstrapping. However, it eventu-
ally moves up the tree due to its proximity to the pub-
lisher. Further, the subscriber is offline from t ¼ 1 h to
just after t ¼ 1:5 h. The data shows a breakdown of traffic
by the different types of messages with the top-most line
representing total traffic. The subscriber’s bandwidth is
moderate, staying mostly under 2 messages a second. Since
the amortized Rappel message size is 50 bytes5, the stable
traffic load at the subscriber is about 100 Bps. The initial
spike in traffic is due to network warm-up, as the nodes ini-
tially join at a rate of 10 per minute.

Fig. 11c shows that Rappel’s bandwidth usage is not af-
fected drastically by an increase in the numbers of publish-
ers and subscribers. The median bandwidth is less than 2
messages per second in all cases, which translates to
approximately 100 Bps. One might notice that the tail-
end of the largest network degrades poorly. However,
Fig. 11d explains the reasoning behind the degradation.
The plot shows fairness of Rappel – traffic is high only at
nodes with large number of feed subscriptions. Further,
the plot shows that Rappel nodes entail an additional con-
trol bandwidth overhead of between 0.15 and 0.4 mes-
sages a second (up to 20 Bps) per extra subscription.
7. Related work

We discuss related work in the areas of multicast, pub-
lish-subscribe, locality and distributed membership.

7.1. Application-level multicast

Tree-based notification systems relying on structured
p2p overlay networks include Scribe [8] and Splitstream
[7]. These approaches leverage the underlying Pastry DHT
[37], achieving low latency and stretch. Incrementally
modifying either Scribe or Splitstream to ensure zero noise
significantly disrupts network proximity properties pro-
vided by the DHT and is therefore not desirable. Multicast
trees such as Narada, SRM, RMTP, etc. [47] focus their
attention on network proximity at the expense of interest
locality.

Gossip-based application-level multicast systems such
as Bimodal Multicast [3], Lpbcast [13], and BAR Gossip
[27] achieve good reliability at the expense of increased
bandwidth, although the latter can be lowered by consid-
ering network proximity [17,30]. However, the involve-
ment of non-interested subscribers in the dissemination
leads to noise. Overlapping-group multicast has been ad-
dressed in traditional group-communication systems (see
[4]), as well as gossip-based systems, e.g., [21], but without
looking at interest locality.

7.2. Publish-subscribe

Generic content-based pub-sub systems such as Gry-
phon [2] or Sienna [6] rely on a backbone of brokers. While
these systems are able to support expressive subscriptions
and some achieve zero noise at subscribers, the brokers
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may be subjected to significant noise even when no inter-
ested subscribers are connected to them.

Net-X [35] is a proposed system that uses polynomial
signatures to discover interest locality among user inter-
ests and data. Sub-2-Sub [45] is a collaborative content-
based p2p publish-subscribe system that, like Rappel,
exploits interest locality but does not address network
locality and may incur high stretch factors. Alternatively,
the authors of [40] propose to build content-based filtering
atop Scribe [8]. Their approach is to use automatic schema
detection to map content-based subscriptions onto a set of
topics. However, this approach suffers from false positives.
Another approach for supporting content-based publish-
subscribe atop structured peer-to-peer networks [31] is
based on the division of a content-based publication space
into recursively split publication domains. Due to the
underlying DHT substrate, nodes are often in charge of
operations for publications that they do not even subscribe
to.

Using the inherent interest correlation between users’
interest to build efficient dissemination systems was previ-
ously used by Chand et al. [10] for creating unstructured
content-based publish and subscribe networks. The ap-
proach is to link peers with similar interests, according to
some proximity function. The constructed overlay allows
probabilistic broadcast within some semantic interest
group. This broadcast may fail if the event semantic do-
main does not correspond to a linked set of peers in the
overlay. This restricts the system usage to popular content
and coarse filtering. More, the system incur a significant
noise ratio as nodes that lie on the boundaries of some
semantic domain receive unexpected content, and within
its boundaries nodes can receive an item multiple times.

The SpiderCast topic-based publish and subscribe sys-
tem [11] uses interest correlation to form sets of connected
random graphs for each topic, with the primary goal of
aggregating links for multiple such graphs between peers
by leveraging the interest proximity of peers (i.e., to reduce
nodes’ degrees). The authors however do not present how
to create and maintain the dissemination structures. While
built using a similar idea to Rappel, SpiderCast does not
take into account physical proximity, but ensures noise-
lessness and fairness. Moreover, the system relies on each
node knowing either the entire network or a large portion
of it, raising scalability issues.

7.3. Decentralized RSS dissemination

A few recent systems have been specifically targeting
RSS feeds such as Corona [34], Cobra [36], FeedTree [38]
and LagOver [31]. Aggregators such as Corona reduce the
load on publishers by proxying on behalf of the subscrib-
ers. As such, the publisher load simply shifts to the aggre-
gator (albeit, nodes only issue a single POLL request for all
their subscriptions). However, the latency of update dis-
semination depends on the polling frequency. Our rapid
dissemination goals are somewhat in common with that
of cooperative polling approaches taken by Cobra. How-
ever, these proxy systems rely on intermediate infrastruc-
tures (third parties) and thus are not completely p2p in
nature. FeedTree and LagOver are the only other true p2p
system for RSS dissemination. However, as FeedTree is
based on Scribe [8], it is not noiseless. Like Rappel, one of
the goals of LagOver is soft real-time dissemination of up-
dates. However, LagOver does not leverage the correlation
between feed subscriptions, requiring nodes to contact the
publisher directly to join a feed.

7.4. Exploiting locality

Temporal and spatial locality of data access by pro-
cesses has been a motivation for designing caches in OSes
[41]. Locality of web access at each user is exploited by lo-
cal caches, and correlations in interest on web content has
led to the rise of cooperative web caches, e.g., [19]. Ideas
from social networks have been used to improve the per-
formance of p2p systems, e.g., [29,32]. Correlation in user
interest has also been used to improve performance of
p2p resource discovery systems [18], as well as for content
delivery [46].

7.5. Distributed membership protocols

Rappel’s friends set maintenance is motivated by mem-
bership discovery protocols. This includes SCAMP [16], Cy-
clon [44] and T-MAN [20], which construct overlay graphs
either randomly or according to a distance function. Final-
ly, Rappel’s use of a friends set and a candidates set bear
some similarities to the use of the inner and outer rings
in the LOCKSS system [28], which however did not dis-
cover interest and network locality.
8. Conclusion

This paper showed that interest locality and network
proximity can both be leveraged to build a collaborative
p2p dissemination system for feed-based publish-sub-
scribe systems. The proposed Rappel system discovers
locality using probabilistic techniques such as gossip-like
voting and auditing. By periodically auditing the friends
set, Rappel stays converged to a highly effective friends
set. These friends are used to join dissemination trees for
subscribed feeds.

We studied the benefits of Rappel under both: (i) a
PlanetLab deployment, as well as (ii) simulation driven
by traces of multi-feed user subscriptions, Internet
round-trip-times, and churn from a p2p system. Rappel
disseminates updates with zero noise within fractions of
a second in PlanetLab and within a few seconds in simula-
tion with thousands of nodes. Because of its unstructured
nature, Rappel is highly resilient to churn. Nodes spend a
median bandwidth of around 100 Bps with the traffic over-
head being heavily correlated to the number of
subscriptions.
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